Congratulations to our newly elected leadership team for the 2017-2018 EH Executive Committee!

So you're going away for a semester...

Join our honors only

Are we friends on Facebook?

Sean Whitney
Brennen Taylor
Gregory Krupit
Benjamin Jack
George Gillette
Nazif Ali

July 3 - First Row:
Millie Krel (ECEN), Lee (CPSC), Gakhar (AERO);
Professor and Unocal Professor, CSE

First Row: Samantha Wilson (CVEN), Brian Welsh (CVEN), Zachry Leadership Program

Internal Affairs

Vice-Chair of Affairs
Andrew Allen (ECEN), Omar Wyman, Carlos Tovar
Samantha Wilson (CVEN), Samantha Hardy, '18,
Brian Welsh (CVEN)

External NUEN

Hector Linares Garcia (BMEN), Adam Navara, Sarah Hammock, Mikayla Barry

When you’re going away for a semester...

Don’t miss these upcoming events and opportunities!

Be on the lookout for the annual report!

Visit the content folder and select the “Fall ’17 Semester Away” Assignment

Log in to eCampus and select “Engineering Honors Community (2016-2017)” under “My scholarship & involvement opportunities

Applications open - May:

Internal Affairs

Vice-Chair of Affairs
Andrew Allen (ECEN), Omar Wyman, Carlos Tovar
Samantha Wilson (CVEN), Samantha Hardy, ‘18,
Brian Welsh (CVEN)

External NUEN

Hector Linares Garcia (BMEN), Adam Navara, Sarah Hammock, Mikayla Barry

The Grand Challenge Scholars Program trains leaders who are equipped to solve challenges for Engineering
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